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Who are freedom fighters ??



Heroes of 
freedom 
movement



1972-- Swatantrata Sainik Samman Pension 
Scheme was launched

◦1980-- it was modified and made effective 
from August the same year

◦2017 –renamed as Swatantrata
Sainik Samman Yojna



Eligibility criteria for a freedom 
fighter !!
◦ Eligible dependents of martyrs

◦ A person who had suffered at least 6 months imprisonment for participating in the freedom struggle 
(at least 3 months in case of women, and freedom fighters belonging to SC/ST)

◦ A person who had to stay underground for more than six months for participating in the freedom 
struggle

◦ A person who had interned in his home or extended from his district for at least 6 months

◦ A person whose property was attached/confiscated/sold for participating in the freedom struggle

◦ A person who became permanently incapacitated on account of participation in the freedom 
struggle during firing or lathi charge

◦ A person who lost his government job for participation in the freedom struggle

◦ A person who was awarded the punishment of ten or more strokes of caning/flogging/whipping on 
account of participation in the freedom struggle

◦ Spouses (widows/ widowers), unmarried and unemployed daughters (up-to maximum three) and 
mother or father of deceased freedom fighters (as also of martyrs) in that order are eligible. At one 
point of time, only one of the above-mentioned categories of dependents is eligible for family 
pension.







Unsung Heroes







1. Importance of Rumour and the 

Power of Transmission 

2.Leaders and Their Mind

3.Imprisonment: Politics of Jail

4.Politics of Shoes



Importance of Rumour ( গুজব ) : 

Popular psychology







Power of transmission



Sign of Revolt





Mahatma Gandhi and Miracle 
(অল ৌকিিতা)





Leaders and Their Mind



Netaji and 
Hitlar : A 
conversation 



Letter of 
Sacrifice







Books studies by Bhagat singh

◦ Foreign Literature ---- 143

◦ 1. Irish 9 2. British 43 3. European 24 4. American 31 5. 

Russian 36

◦ Indian  Literature --- 159

◦ (a)  English   54   (b)   Hindi 63  (c) Punjabi 7 (d) Urdu  28 (e) Bengali 17

Languages which Bhagat Singh could use 

Efficiently
1. English

2.Hindi

3.Urdu

4.Punjabi ( Gurmukhi)

5.Bengali he could read and converse





Imprisonment: 

Politics of Jails 





Cellular Jail:
seven wings 

Panopticon

theory 



696 cells. Each cell 

was 4.5 by 2.7 

metres (14.8 ft × 8.9 

ft) in size with a 

ventilator located at 

a height of 3 metres 

(9.8 ft)







Window 





Flogging 
frame 



Memory in a 
note








